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Stakeholder responsibilities

When an Admission Recommendation (AR) Request is assigned to you, 
you will receive an email notification containing a CRM link direct to the 
individual request for you to action. 

Each AR Request includes the following tabs for your review and/or action:

Request Details - includes the HDR candidate's (student) details, if they are applying for a 
scholarship, their course details and qualifications. 
Assessment & Decision

Outlines the nominated stakeholders.
Timelines which include associated emails, notes and attachments. The applicant's 
supporting documents will be available to view/download in the timelines section. 
These can also be viewed from the Request Details tab.
Internal comments - used to add or review general comments.
Scoring Tool Results - where the Head of School will utilise the scoring matrix to 
assess and comment on the applicant's eligibility .
Recommendations - where each recommendation stakeholder adds their 
recommendation and comments.
Decision - where the Dean, Graduate Research nominates their final decision.

Principal Supervisor - mandatory fields for the PS to complete, such as the supervisory team, 
probation requirements etc.
Proposed Enrolment - outlines the candidate's commencement session and which subject they 
will be enrolled in, study mode and campus.
Admin - utilised by the GSLO and Admissions Teams to complete the Request process.

Principal Supervisor

This user guide outlines the process for the following stakeholders to complete the Admission 
Recommendation (AR) Request in CRM:

Principal Supervisor
Head of School / Institute
Sub-Dean Graduate Studies

NB. Not proceeding as Principal Supervisor

If the nominated Principal Supervisor is unwilling to take on the role/candidate, they must add 
an internal note advising the Graduate Studies Liaison Officer (GSLO) that this is the case, 
and then return the request so that the GSLO can discuss this with the SDGS. Refer to Returni
ng Requests at the end of this guide.

Only use the decline recommendation option to decline admission. Do not use the decline 
recommendation for questions or requests for more information.

Internal comments

All stakeholders can add 
internal comments if they 
wish to add information or 
notes outside of the 
recommendation section.

Reviewing application 
documents

The applicant's supporting 
documentation will be 
available to view/download 
in the Timelines section of 
the Assessment & Decision 
tab



The request status should indicate Pending Recommendation as the Status Reason in the top right hand 
corner. 

To complete AR, navigate to the Principal Supervisor tab and complete the following sections 

Supervisory Team

Add yourself as Principal Supervisor, then nominate the co-supervisors

To add each supervisor's details, click on the  button to open the below + New Supervisor Team
individual supervisor details page

Role - select Principal Supervisor or Co-Supervisor from the dropdown option
Relationship to University - select internal or external from the dropdown option

If internal, search for the person by entering their name. This can be done by first 
name (but it must be the full name, shortened names won't be identified) or last name 
or staff ID
If external, type in their full name

Research Active will default as No, this will need to be manually changed to Yes where 
applicable. Visit the for assistance if needed. RPI Tool 
Home Campus - select from the dropdown menu 
Supervisor Load Percentage - Please note this will become a requirement in the future.  Please 
leave this blank until the Supervisory Load Guidelines are confirmed and introduced.
Employed by CSU Institute will default as No. If the nominated supervisor is employed by one of 
the  this needs to be manually changed to Yes. When Yes is selected then nominate Institutes
the relevant institute
Click Save and Close after each supervisor entry
You may need to refresh the page for all details to populate within the Supervisory Team table.

Example of initial page to add a person to the supervisory team

Mandatory Fields

The Principal Supervisor will have a number of mandatory fields to complete. 
NB. The AR can be partially completed, saved, and returned to at a later date for completion.

https://bi.csu.edu.au/#/site/plan_published/views/RPITool/ResearcherLookup
https://about.csu.edu.au/our-university/organisational-structure/research-institutes-centres


Existing Supervised Candidates by Principal Supervisor

List your current/active HDR candidates.

Generate a list of your candidates from RM. Supervisor Student Listing is available from the homepage 
on MyResearch. See "Instructions to run reports in MyResearch" on this page for detailed instructions.

To add a new entry, click on the ellipsis and then choose the  button. This + New Supervised Candidates
will open the below individual New Supervised Candidates page

Add each candidate by entering their name. This can be done by first name (but it must be the 
full name, shortened names won't be identified) or last name or student ID
Supervisory Role - select Principal Supervisor or Co-Supervisor from the dropdown option
Study Load - select full-time or part-time from the dropdown option
Candidate Status will default as Continuing. Change to On Leave or Under Examination if 
applicable
Save and Close after each candidate entry
You may need to refresh the page for all details to populate within the Existing Supervisied 
Candidates by Principal Supervisor table.

Example of initial page to add a candidate to your list of supervised candidates 

English Language Proficiency (ELP) 

This section must be completed to progress the AR

Although ELP is not applicable to domestic, please choose 'Completed test for English 
proficiency' from the drop down menu to continue.
Where applicable for international candidates, choose the applicable option from the dropdown 
menu
Note if ELP waived is selected, comments must be added to advise the basis for waiver 

https://myresearch.csu.edu.au/rmeidm/Account/Login?ReturnUrl=%2Frmeidm%2Fconnect%2Fauthorize%2Fcallback%3Fclient_id%3Drme.core%26redirect_uri%3Dhttps%253A%252F%252Fmyresearch.csu.edu.au%252FRME%252Frmelogin.aspx%26response_mode%3Dform_post%26response_type%3Dcode%2520id_token%2520token%26scope%3Dopenid%2520profile%2520rme.api.internal%2520rme.api.legacy%2520offline_access%26state%3DOpenIdConnect.AuthenticationProperties%253DLCj9xFl7KNYvEg5WffaqFvojznvkk1NonzQEClSDQ1cT_yNa1pxWvEpUtYcj-zV3dAEQKaSIeYOhk604z1SYO0Fqy9pAwqM2JZ6kMEs5aRM5zJ9JWAC1NagJUdTIrYl48pxR_quexKBJ5C_W0oWg-w0l3Us6_3wuCcpEjVQbVBssFMPQtn_VLieSbKut18_9bMJ2w2WuoBQC1QTjVVleX9ydg1A7FMBi52dq5lItW3ECflXXBC1Gl0WTlp7SF5Nb80UuzX7NL8xjV4vI-oE5jA%26nonce%3D638102096190744838.OTYyYTNmMmQtYjllMi00OTBlLTg0NzUtN2E0MWU4ZTJmOTg0ZGRjZTA1NmQtNzdhYi00Mzc3LWI5OWYtYzQwNjgzZjEwNzU5%26x-client-SKU%3DID_NET451%26x-client-ver%3D5.2.1.0
https://research.csu.edu.au/research-support/data-methods-and-tools/tools/myresearch


Intellectual Property (IP)

Choose Yes, No or Not Applicable from the dropdown option

Proposed Course Details

 - FOR, FOE and SEO Research Classifications

Noting these are all mandatory fields, select from the list available, the most appropriate codes 
for the research topic. The easiest search method is *keyword or by the six digit code should 
you know it.  NB. Codes must be six digits and cannot end in 99
Definition of Research - more than one can be selected from the dropdown menu options. 

Research Area

 More than one option can be selected from the dropdown menu

Resources Required and Research/Study Sites 

Type in each mandatory field to enter the applicable information
Insert N/A if other and facilities is unnecessary

Probation Conditions

Include any coursework subjects required for Master/Doctor of Philosophy here
Whilst 'Select all' is an option, please select one only and add comments where applicable

If Standard Probations Conditions is selected, insert N/A in the comments field

 

 

ELP

International applicants that 
were born in a Group One 
country or completed one 
qualification in a Group One 

the language in country and 
which the qualification was 
undertaken was English are 
not required to complete 
ELP test  . Refer to the Interna
tional Course Entry 

 Requirements for more 
information. 

https://research.csu.edu.au/performance/for-codes
https://study.csu.edu.au/international/how-to-apply/course-entry-requirements
https://study.csu.edu.au/international/how-to-apply/course-entry-requirements
https://study.csu.edu.au/international/how-to-apply/course-entry-requirements


If HDR Induction Only is selected, add the name of the previous institute where probation was 
completed in the comments field
If you are recommending the candidate complete coursework subjects during the probation 
period, choose Other and list the subject code(s), enrolment session and fund code. Subjects 
approved for probation are funded by the Faculty, School or Institute. 

Prior Candidature/Credit 

Previous HDR, select Yes or No from the dropdown options
If Yes is selected, complete the remaining fields as per the example screenshot below

Navigate to Proposed Enrolment tab 

The Principal Supervisor needs to review the recommended subjects for enrolment.

If the subjects need to be changed, navigate to the Assessment and Decision tab to add an internal 
comment with details of the new subjects.

To add a new internal comment, click on the ellipsis and then choose the  + New Internal Comment
button. This will open a 'Quick Create: Internal Comment' window for you to add comments, then save 
and close. 

 Navigate to the Assessment and Decision tab

Once all Principal Supervisor fields are populated, you must add your recommendation to progress the 
AR to the next stakeholder. 

Under the Recommendation(s) heading, select New Recommendation (if not visible, enlarge the 
screen) 

 

Research classification 
codes

Field of Research (FOR) and 
SEO -> ANZRC @ ABS

Field of Education (FOE) -> A
SCED @ Department of 

orEducation   ABS page

The codes entered into the 
FoE, FoR and SEO fields 
are essential in identifying 
the research project with the 
relevant codes, which the 
Australian government 
provides. The most 
appropriate code must be 
entered. We want to report 
accurately to the 
government the project 
areas the university is 
engaged in, ensure that our 
internal reporting is across 
the required areas and 
aligns with CSU’s research 
strategy and priorities and 
that the research areas 
match with the supervisor’s 
area of expertise. 

https://www.abs.gov.au/statistics/classifications/australian-and-new-zealand-standard-research-classification-anzsrc/latest-release
https://heimshelp.dese.gov.au/resources/field-of-education-types
https://heimshelp.dese.gov.au/resources/field-of-education-types
https://heimshelp.dese.gov.au/resources/field-of-education-types
https://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Latestproducts/1272.0Main%20Features12001?opendocument&tabname=Summary&prodno=1272.0&issue=2001&num=&view=


Select Recommendation from the dropdown menu, and then complete the remaining fields 
(reason for decline and/or additional comments) if required

Click Save and Close 

Final Step

Once the Principal Supervisor has entered a recommendation, and is ready to send the AR request to 
the Head of School or Institute Director, select Save and Progress.

Head of School/Institute

The Head of School/Institute needs to review the information provided by the Principal Supervisor, 
specifically in the

Principal Supervisor tab
Assessment and Decision tab > Recommendation section

NB. The supporting application documents are kept within the Timeline of the Assessment and Decision 
tab for reference. These can also be viewed from the Request Details tab.

Navigate to the Assessment and Decision tab and complete

 (used to endorse Tuition Fee-Offset)Scoring Tool Results

Open the scoring matrix document to assess the candidate as instructed. 
Enter the applicant's overall score and any comments as per the below screenshot.

Probation conditions

If additional coursework is 
required as set probation 
conditions, add the subject 
code and Faculty account 
code (as coursework 
subjects will be paid from 
Faculty accounts) in the 
comments section.

Discuss directly with Principal Supervisor

If the Head of School/Institute has any concerns or questions they need to discuss this directly 
with the Principal Supervisor before proceeding to complete the recommendation section. 

After this discussion they can still choose 'Recommend to Decline' if they do not support the 
admission recommendation.



Recommendation(s)

Under the Recommendation(s) heading, select New Recommendation (if not visible, enlarge the 
screen). This must be completed before the AR can progress. 

Complete the below fields fields as applicable

 

Final Step

Once the Head of School or Institute Director is ready to send the request to the Sub-Dean Graduate 
Studies, select Save and Progress.



Sub-Dean Graduate Studies

 The Sub-Dean Graduate Studies needs to review the information provided by the Principal Supervisor 
and Head of School/Institute, specifically in the

Principal Supervisor tab
Assessment and Decision tab > Recommendation section

NB. The supporting application documents are kept within the Timeline of the Assessment and Decision 
tab for reference. These can also be viewed from the Request Details tab.

Navigate to the Assessment and Decision tab and complete

This must be completed before the AR can progress. Select New Recommendation 

Select Recommendation, and then complete the remaining fields as applicable

Final Step

Once the Sub-Dean Graduate Studies is ready to send the request to the GSLO for verification, select 
Save and Progress.

Returning Requests

This option is to be used when seeking additional information or querying the application for any reason. 
An internal comment should be added to the AR Request explaining why it's being returned and what's 
needed before progressing further. 

To return a AR Request to a previous stakeholder, select Return at the top ribbon menu.

Discuss directly with Principal Supervisor

If the SDGS has any concerns or questions they need to discuss this directly with the Principal 
Supervisor and/or Head of School/Institute Director before proceeding to complete the 
recommendation section. 

The SDGS can contact the GSLO directly or discuss further in the fortnightly meetings.

After this discussion they can still choose to 'Recommend to Decline' if they do not support the 
admission recommendation.
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